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The Sydney  based Beef Records returns with another prime helping of pure underground house 
music at its finest. Remixes from the vault features 5 top draw remixes of the labels most recent 
releases from 4 promising newcomers to the scene. The result is a undeniably delicious blend of 
house music to get you swaying to the dancefloor.

Leading from the front is 2020 Vision dj and prducer, ʻMoodymancʼ with his remix of Nikola Galaʼs 
ʻGot To Prayʼ. A smooth, funky  house anthem that keeps giving and really  sets the temperature for 
things to come. Groovy  and sexy, the remix holds a touch of nostalgia with elements of late 90ʼs 
soulful house. Moodymancʼs Drum Dub version takes a more rhythmic approach with a percussion 
rich with the exotic.

Shadi Megallaa slows things down a little with his eccentrically  beautiful remix of Maksim 
Batyuninʼ - Rene. Egyptian born Shadi Megallaa has seen releases on heavyweight label 
Leftroom and shows exactly why he is good enough with this well balanced remix. Layered with 
the most intriguingly  euphoric sounds, this frivolous remix bounces along on a passing cloud on a 
sunny day.

Label frontmen Shades of Grey  see their track ʻIllusionsʼ remixed by new boys on the block 
ʻMobile Soul Systemʼ. The Russian duo deliver with assured abundance, with a dark and 
enigmatic remix steeped in provocative improvisation. You find yourself transfixed amidst this 
swirling beat whilst strong synth chords keep you fully alert.

Closing the chapter on this eclectic mix of underground house is Robert Babiczʼs Remix 
Deepchildʼs - Fractures. Atmospheric pad work creates for a feeling of desolation and confusion, 
though is quickly  gripped back into check with an enduring and ever building bassline. The 
intensity rises as energetic hihats and pulsing synths drive this prevailing remix into overload.
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TRACKLIST

01. Nikola Gala – Got To Pray (Moodymancʼs meditation mix)
02. Maksim Batyunin – Rene (Shadi Megallaa remix)
03. Shades of Gray – Illusions (Mobile Soul System remix)
04. Deepchild – Fractures (Robert Babicz remix)
05. Nikola Gala – Got To Pray (Moodymancʼs Drum Dub) BONUS MIX
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